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Introduction 

With the establishment of the Tang empire, it is no exaggeration to say that 
massive political, social and cultural influence was extended not simply over 
the whole East Asian region but over North and Central Asia. Furthermore, on 
the economic front, an increase in vigorous movement and circulation of mer
chants is perceptible and, sustained by it, commerce flourished. In particular, 
since the Tang empire brought to conclusion the hiatus in rule caused by the 
decentralization of power since the Wei and Jin period, it is easy to conceive 
that the environment in which merchants had previously moved was greatly 
changed. 

On the other hand, the Tang empire had as its very foundation the doc
trine of permanent residence ties to locality through the compilation of house
hold registers, ( a policy which on principle strictly prohibited free movement 
from the place of household registration), based on the so-called "control by 
the institution of Code and Statutes." So for the passage of persons, including 
merchants, there was created a comprehensive transit permit system. What is 
here meant by a transit permit system is a system whereby the state, by issuing 
a travel permit, gave official authorization for travel within the region under its 
own jurisdiction. 

Up until now, there has been very little research regarding the passage of 
merchants and the transit permit system in the Tang empire, but it should con
stitute an important topic in the investigation of the background to the flower
ing of commerce within the Tang period. 

This article presents one perspective on this topic. 

1. Private Traffic and Travel Permits in the Tang Empire 

Under the Tang, it was laid down as a matter of principle that every "pri
vate traveler," (here "private traveler" indicates one who traveled to and fro 
with the permission of government authorities other than on official business), 
inclusive of merchants, was to be issued with a travel permit called a guosuo ~ 
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?fr ("passport"). Since however such passports existed as travel permits prior to 

the Tang dynasty, it is necessary first to establish the place of the Tang passport 

in the whole history of passports. Thus this section is aimed at making clear the 

relationship between the Tang passport and its antecedents. 

Regarding an antecedent of the Tang passport, the biography of Cang Ci 

~ ,i in Wei shu ft~ (Wei History) 16, in San guo zhi -= &.X! ~ (History of the 

Three Kingdoms) 16, states: 

~'l*11=1=, il1¥I A t11o ~81.fffi~~o ···:kl□ i=f:l, •ixti:k~o i~ttWIW, J;J~ 
;L ~iU~' B)l ~ * ~ = + ~' tJHU:i' ~ JJ~ 1~ 0 fir*~¥*~' 1JlHi rnfc' 
~?Jr@:1iio ,i~, :!JP:titlt1, ~·[Jill1{JL ~1l;!~Pll!o ... x. ,m- B tm:ti~tJB·x*ffif 
~,®H~~~~-fflo~W--,~~-£, ~~~~~o~,m-m2,~* * z o ii'X ~it~~ , ~it~ rJr, ii'X 1f i~ ~ ~, '§ ~ zp: Jf>l, $.II[ J,,J fff JMm W * x 
m, ~~~~~~~' rn~~~~~ffi~~~o 

In the Taihe :k lD period (227------ 232), [Cang Ci] took up his appoint

ment as prefect (taishou :k ~) of Dunhuang commandery ix ti i~. Since 

Dunhuang commandery (under the jurisdiction of Wei) was located on the 

western frontier, with [the Central Plain] plunged into turmoil, [Dunhuang 

commandery] was cut off [from the central government], and continuously 

for twenty years it had not had a prefect appointed [by the central authori

ties]. As a result, the local power-holders of Dunhuang commandery sub

verted power to their own ends. Ultimately, this became an everyday oc

currence. Gradually, previously appointed prefects, such as Yin Feng¥*, 

simply went along with them and the situation was not at all improved. 

When Cang Ci took up his post in Dunhuang commandery, however, he at 

the same time reined in the local power-holders and extended generous 

protection to the poor and weak, putting into practice highly principled 

policies. .. . . . Furthermore, usually from Central Asia there would come 

Iranian merchants, hoping to present articles as tribute [to the Wei court], 

but many of the power-holders of Dunhuang commandery awaited[these 

merchants] and obstructed their progress, [forcing them] to do their trad

ing [in Dunhuang commandery]. In this trading in Dunhuang comman

dery, however, as the local power-holders frequently dealt deceitfully with 

[the Iranian merchants who had come from the west], nearly all the trans

actions were unfair. Therefore the Iranian merchants usually felt resent

ment. Cang Ci, on the contrary, expressed his thanks to the Iranian mer

chants and to those merchants who requested to proceed to the central 

capital of Luoyang t~~ issued passports (guosuo). Furthermore, in the case 

of those who requested to return from Dunhuang commandery to the west

ern regions, Dunhuang commandery officials bought up the goods carried 

by those merchants at a mutually agreeable fair price, while at the same 
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time the merchants were immediately paid in official commodities from 
Dunhuang commandery, and the officials and people of Dunhuang com
mandery took on the responsibility of providing them escort on their re
turn. Thereafter, the people of Dunhuang and the Iranian merchants unan
imously heaped praises on Cang Ci, the leading official of Dunhuang 
commandery. 

From this passage, it is known that in the time of the Wei kingdom, the pre
fect of Dunhuang, Cang Ci, issued passports to "miscellaneous westerners" (za 
hu ~iiJJ) (Iranian merchants) from "the western regions" (Central Asia). What is 
confirmed here without a shadow of doubt is that on the authority of the pre
fect of Dunhuang dispatched by the central government, travel permits were is
sued guaranteeing movement over the long distance from Dunhuang to 
Luoyang, and those travel permits were passports (guosuo). 

Furthermore, the following appears in the item on Passports (guosuo) in 
Taipingyulan ::t:zis.1!Ptl (Taiping Imperial Encyclopaedia) 598, Wen bu Jtg:~ 14: 

The Jin Statutes (fin ling 's° ~) lay down the following regulation: "All 
those who pass through a customs barrier on land or, travelling back and 
forth by river on a boat or raft, or passing through a customs barrier on the 
water, are required to carry a passport (guosuo). [At the customs post,] they 
are to have a separate copy of the passport made and to hand it over to the 
official responsible for the customs post." 

From this passage, it may be understood that in the Jin dynasty, there was a 
regulation under the customs and markets statutes to the effect that all those 
passing through customs barriers or fords were under the obligation to carry a 
passport and, furthermore, at the time of passing through such a barrier, they 
were to have the passport they carried copied and to present the copy to the 
customs officials. 

From these historical sources, it may be deduced that the passport (guosuo) 
of the Wei and Jin periods was issued at the local prefectural or commandery 
level, and yet it was not concerned with passage within the territory of the rele
vant prefecture or commandery, but rather was a travel permit guaranteeing 
wide-scale movement which was required to traverse customs barriers or fords 
beyond the territory of one prefecture or commandery. They also suggest that 
the prefecture or commandery was authorized to exercise the central authority 
of issuing passports which functioned with effect throughout the entire territory 
under central control. 

By contrast, during the Northern and Southern Dynasties period, at this 
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point in time, no clear historical source has been confirmed as showing the ex
istence of passports for the southern dynasties, but for the northern dynasties, 
as indicated by Cheng Xilin tf * ~ , their existence can be understood from 
edited historical materials (Cheng 2000, p.46). Accordingly, there is a high pos
sibility that, fundamentally speaking, at least in the case of the northern dynas
ties, the aforementioned regulation concerning passports as travel permits, as 
seen in thejin Statutes, was passed down. 1l 

Now, this passport of the Wei, Jin and Northern and Southern Dynasties 
was not a creation of that period but, at the very least, as many scholars have 
pointed out, it is traceable to the travel permit known as qi ~("passport")2l of 
the Han dynasty (Naito 1931, pp. 615-616; Niida 1937, p. 843; Cheng 2000, 
pp. 21-39). A qi passport constituted a travel permit requesting passage in the 
form of a communication yi :f$ to the customs barrier or ford which marked the 
point of crossing. What is here called yi, according to previous research, is con
nected with the communication yi type of document used for liaison between 
bureaucratic offices in a non-managerial relationship (Shirasu 1978, pp. 77-81 ). 
For instance, in a qi passport issued to a traveller on private business, the fol
lowing is recorded (Juyan Han jian @ M;i~~, (The Han period Wooden Slips 
Excavated from the Etsin-gol Region) 495/12+506/20): 

Et 2f .li if.+= Ji $ JJP ~ mt~ , ~ fi ~El Ji')( 8 z, 1 g 2f [ 
□□□□Do □ ~- ~~-W:'§1ixffi: $, ii:f$j@JpJrW,*@,□□iAJif:~ffl, mw~, Ji')( 
8ZoJ 
+=Yi $JJP, ffifsij\ij/j3fx?Rtifr?R$, ;J;$j@Jp)T~Q1f:% /:t~d®:1!, %§!::tt Coo) 
ffiH~HixzR ~D ( W) 

Obverse: 
The fifth year of Jianping ~Lf (2 B.C.), the xinmao $ JJP day (2nd) of 

the twelfth month, the first day being the gengyin Jj:]& day: Hu it, overseer 
(sefu fi ~) of Dongxiang YR ffi~, makes the following request: "Concerning 
Zhong ,'i!;, ofjiaping ward &lf-='. [in Lufu district mUU*]: (lacuna) With re
spect, I have investigated and found that Zhong and his companions have 
no record of criminal conviction. Circulating the river fords and customs 
posts of the districts (xian W.*), townships (yi @,) (lacuna) through which they 
are to pass, I request that [Zhong and his companions] do so without let or 
hindrance. Respectfully stated." 

The xinmao day (2nd) of the twelfth month: Bo, prison aide (yucheng 1ix 
zR) and acting assistant magistrate (xiancheng W.* zR) of Lufu ( district) circu
lates all the places through which [Zhong and his companions] are to pass, 
that the Code and Statutes may be put into force [to carry this out prompt
ly]. Haiqi ii~, petty official (yuan :tl): Zhong~' clerk (lingshi %9::). 
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Reverse: 
Seal of the prison aide of Lufu ( district) 

From this it is ·to be understood that the issue of a qi passport to a private 
traveller was a matter of the bailiff of the subdistrict (xiang ~~) applying on be
half of the permanent resident as recorded in the general household register 
(baixing B ~i) for travel permission, and the district "communicating" (yi) with 
the customs barriers and fords through which the traveller intended to pass, re
questing passage in the form of the bailiffs request. 

The probability of the Han dynasty qi passport already being called guo
suo was indicated by Niida Noboru C#ffi~l:, Chen Zhi ~t@: and others (Niida 
1937, p. 843: Chen 1962, pp. 340-350),3) and may be discerned from the fact 
that, some documents among the Han period wooden slips excavated from the 
Etsin-gol region have by way of a check guosuo written in large characters on 
the cover. (39/2, 17 5/20). Oba Osamu * M1iilf indicated from the existence of 
these Han slips the possibility that the term guosuo was already current in the 
Han dynasty (Oba 1982, p.607). Now Momiyama Akira fJJ LU E}j, as mentioned 
below, has introduced the existence of a travel permit, specified as a guosuo ad
dressed to customs barriers and post stations requesting passage, carried by a 
chief observer (houzhang f~ :Bf) returning home on leave (Momiyama 1999, pp. 
189-190/EPF 22:698AB).4l 

~J5Jr@J g$ID:Aif::+ fa3 ~-=f, ~~f~A~~f~:BfzflJtf 
1ff*+n Bo r~ ;=-W:iaJ1§\ ~□1f:%0 

Guosuo: The eighth year of Jianwu 91:m: (AD. 32), the gengzi ~ -=f day 
(16th) of the tenth month: Liang.&, acting leader ofjiaqu-houguan Ef:l ~f~ 
'§, have given Xing ho ffiJtf, chief of Linmu-bu IZR;*:g:~, leave to go home for 
a fifteen days' vacation. Customs barriers and post stations are to let him 
pass without let or hindrance. The Code and Statutes are to be put into 
force [to carry this out promptly]. 

At the present stage, while it is not clear whether the travel permit so far re
viewed as a qi passport and that specified above as a guosuo passport should be 
regarded as the same thing, as previously indicated, without doubt there was a 
transition from the Han dynasty qi as travel permit for crossing customs barriers 
and fords and the Wei,Jin and Northern and Southern dynasties' guosuo, and 
the probability that this then continued with the Sui and Tang period guosuo is 
extremely high. 

Concerning this point, He Shuangquan f PJ~~ indicated that the following 
should be noted: the special characteristics of the Han dynasty qi were that it 
functioned beyond the commandery; the scope for movement was wide, often 
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traversing different administrative regions; one guosuo could be used to pass 

through all customs posts; the administrative organs which issued guosuo were 

higher grade government offices over district level (He 1993, pp. 81-82).5) 

On the other hand, for the most part, the Tang dynasty guosuo shared the 

function and nature as travel permit of the Han dynasty qi as discussed by He 

Shuangquan. That is to say, in the Tang transport system, with regard to private 

travel, alongside the guosuo passports, there were issued gongyan 0 .~ ("official 

validations") (travel inter-office memos (xingdie ff Xl)), but where for journeys of 

greater scope than to prefectures adjoining the local prefecture, a guosuo pass

port was issued, passage within the territory of any prefecture was guaranteed 

by a gongyan official validation (Arakawa 2000, pp. 294-311 ). Naturally, given 

the change in format, the guosuo passport issued by Tang prefectures would not 

be taken as a form of "communication" (yi) with other prefectures or customs 

barriers and fords. All the same, observation of the standard wording of the 

concluding request noted in guosuo issued by Tang prefectures, namely: "On ex

amination, please allow passage" (xingyi kanguo $1tWJj.@) (Arakawa 1997A, p. 

6): brings forceful recognition that it was in the nature of a request for passage 

from bureaucratic offices in non-managerial relationships. If this conclusion is 

drawn, the function of the Tang guosuo may be taken fundamentally to continue 

that of the Han qi. In short, the guosuo passport, with its precursor as travel per

mit being recognized as belonging, at the latest, to the Han dynasty, may be 

seen thereafter as having been used as a travel permit with the same basic func

tion and nature through the Tang dynasty. 

The period under examination was the period that ushered in the maturity 

of the system of so-called "control by the institution of Code and Statutes" 

which, developing as a system of written law from the Qjn and Han, was estab

lished as separate Code and Statutes in the Jin dynasty and reached completion 

in the Sui and early Tang. Needless to say, this form of control, with as its very 

foundation the registration of population throughout provincial, district, sub

district and ward jurisdictions, had as its basic principle the doctrine of perma

nent residence ties to locality through the compilation of household registers, 

with strict prohibition of movement by permanent residents enrolled on gener

al household registers (baixing B~i). Nevertheless, the guosuo passport certainly, 

in this period of "control by the institution of Code and Statutes," was a permit 

giving official recognition to wide-scale movement beyond the confines of the 

permanent residence as recorded in the household register (hen guan *ffit). 
After a while, in the Song dynasty, the form disappeared and in its place 

the identification certificate known as gongping 0 J!!R ( offical certification) was 

widely used as a travel permit (Aoyama 1963, p. 131 ). This gongping was the suc

cessor to the Tang dynasty gongyan (official validation). Lacking the guosuo pass

port's requirement of special provision for wide-scale movement between pre

fectures, as a travel permit, it clearly showed none of the earlier intra-provincial 
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and inter-provincial distinctions. By way of background, changes in the nature 
of local units of administration and administrative organization must be consid
ered. 

2. Traffic and Commerce Administration and 
Merchants in the First Half of the Tang 

In the Wei, Jin, Northern and Southern Dynasties and the Sui and Tang, 
long-distance traders, other than settled traders, were mainly the travelling 
Iranian merchants from the west. Consisting of Sogdians, not simply in Central 
Asia or Mongolia, but in China itself, in close proximity to the capital and 
provincial cities, they established migrant settlements or residential districts. 
Historical sources retain traces of their activities already in the Latter Han dy
nasty, but the form of commercial activities based on regular type of settlements 
was first seen in Stein's "Sogdian Letters" in Sogdian script. According to these, 
migrant settlements were established in the He-xi area (the Gansu corridor) no 
later than the fourth century and, with them as their base, the Sogdians are 
known to have then moved forward and extended their commercial activities 
into China itself. 

This being their situation, however, the development of commercial activi
ties extending over a wide area brought with it the great problems of security 
for traffic along the caravan routes and unhindered commerce in, .as well as 
guaranteed passage through, each of the cities which were the hubs of com
merce. It may be supposed that, in a period of political division like the Wei, 
Jin and Northern and Southern Dynasties' period, this became somewhat diffi-
cult. For instance, as cited above, Sanguo zhi 16, Wei shu 16, narrates the biogra
phy of Cang Ci, the record of the prefect of Dunhuang who guaranteed travel 
from Dunhuang to the capital, Luoyang, and commerce in Dunhuang, as well 
as security for traffic en route. It is an eloquent story of quelling of friction be
tween local power holders and great families (powerful great clans) and admin
istration of communications and trade with the state. Looked at from this point 
of view, the guosuo passports issued by the state and received by itinerant mer
chants, beginning with Sogdians, may be seen as the means to guarantee safe 
travel, unrestricted by the local rich (the great families) of all prefectures, over a 
wide area in connection with the state. Before the foundation of the Tang em
pire, however, there is no detail on whether the guosuo passport in fact func
tioned effectively to guarantee movement over a wide area in all jurisdictions. 

By contrast, with the foundation of the Tang empire, the restrictive factors 
perviously seen to accompany wide-scale movement of itinerant merchants 
were fundamentally swept away. Thus, in the Tang, with a communications net
work forming the various connections between the capital and all prefectures 
set up in regular fashion, the guosuo passport, as one device maintaining the in-
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stitution of passage authorised by the state, which managed public and private 
travel, came to function substantively. Then again, in fact, with the abolition, 
alongside nationwide administration of commercial activities, of transit and 
commercial taxes, replaced by the establishment of registration identification of 
itinerants officially recognized as alienated from permanent residence recorded 
in the household registers (Chinese itinerants and itinerant households, includ
ing itinerant merchants) and "westerners on the move" (xing hu ~ii~) (Sogdian 
merchants), they, along with permanent residents on the household registers 
(baixing), became subject to the tax levies linked with registration. Their guosuo 
passports, in the same way as the premanent residence registration, were issued 
from the prefectures. 

In my opinion, the Tang public communications network, basically made 
up of "post roads" directly linking the capital and the prefectures and "district 
roads" linking the provincial seats and the district seats within their territories 
along with the areas between the provincial seats (there being cases where dis
trict roads doubled up as post roads) (Arakawa 2000, pp. 262-268), were not 
simply for traffic on official business, conducted through tallies and inter-office 
memos and authorized to use post horses or dispatch horses, but also doubled 
to provide for private communications. 

How this public communications network with its double function for pri
vate communications, especially merchant traffic, operated is clearly shown in 
part in a document from Turfan: 

Passport (guosuo) issued in the twentieth year of the Kaiyuan ~ jc period of 
the Tang dynasty (732) by the government-general (dudufu t~1Hff) of Guazhou 
JJUl-1 to the permanent resident of Xizhou W 1-M, mobile corps commander (youji 
jiangjun itif ~~~'.ij[) Shi Randian n ~~ (73TAM509: 8/13 (a) I transcript "Doc
uments" 9, pp. 40-42; manuscript "Plates" 4, pp. 27 5-276) (Arakawa 2000, pp. 
312-316). 

[A] 
( m1J &x) 

1 *@El~~□□ 
2 zlfE3K, J:.1tA!f:, .lltii'o 4-~ [Bl [I]1111J 
3 ffi, 1lfW3K, £Jl:tm£$T o 4-itxiPtts: 
4 J!. E*, ~ ES itt enm, ~itt ~1JVHiHr ES 
s iicjJfr~ o 1:&WJ3t(x[P]Jl:t, E*'IJ*fr, ¥1:&WJ 
6 ~o 

7 ~ 
8 pl!f~:ij[ ,~J 
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9 

10 

[B] 

§/:.~till& 
1w :rr::~:ttif ~ $ ~ :tif ff B *% o 

··································································□ (*Jli:1r) 
11 =~+ns,~~~fil~®c•1mw~ 
12 =~+ns,~~~fil~*~.r~1mw~ 
13 =~its, is)k~tJUffl~ [$nm I mw~ 
14 =~ it- B, lit!!Bt~tJHffl~~~.8 [~It I m~ 
[C] 

~·································································· 
15 1'FA/Mffiffew ifi?l;ft *1=-~Jl.!tf§::ltt!. 
16 .~lliif ~Ji I t!/JN m 11/J %1, m fi-EJso J 
17 ~, *$)t~J~±!i*S~J5Jr, 4-3:ili:tm ffili 
1s$T,~tti!i±lm£o~ffi~mft~fil~ 
19 **1Tffio 1f~*)(~QfrJ, i1'f~#:'iJITt1o 1f~o 
20 fD lw:rr:it~ =~it B' _g[fils~izbf~M~•ifi*$~0 
21 1{f~o ~?Fo 
22 itn B oJ 
[D] 
23 fD 
24 [J] ~ n s i!i±lwU §1:.m c• 1 tffl~ 

Document I Translation: 
[A] 

[Issued by] the government-general of Guazhou 
Permanent resident of Xizhou, Shi Randian; servants, Kang Lushan ~ 

ffil LU and Shi Nufen 15 ?l ;g: ; male slave born within Tang territory6), 

Yiduodi 5f$~±-lh; ten donkeys 
[Addressed to those responsible for customs barriers, prefectures and 

garrisons] as far as [ the protectorate-general duhufu if~ gfJ# of] Anxi 1i: W . 
[The company of men and animals in transit is] the aforementioned four 
men and ten donkeys. On the ( blank) day of this month, a memo has been 
received [from Shi Randian] to the effect that: "I came here (to Guazhou) 
from the west, but I have finished trading, so now I intend, retracing my 
steps, to go to Anxi via the Iron Gate Pass (Tiemenguan iiH~ ~ffl ). As I am 
concerned lest the garrisons (zhen iJ ), forts (shu BG ) and defense detach
ments (shouzhuo ~tH:) on the way should not understand the purport of my 
travels, I request the reissue [of a passport]." Having examined the [ap
pended used] passport and found it to correspond with the contents of this 
memo, we have already determined to issue [the passport]. Upon examina
tion, kindly allow the bearer to pass. 
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[B] 
Third month, 19th day: examined by Gao Bin r<'D ., officer of the de

fense detachment (shou zhuo guan ~}H:'§) of Xuanquan ~*- Passage west
wards granted. 

Third month, 19th day: examined by Meng Jin ~ ~ having a title of a 
militaly officer called guoyi * ~ , officer of the defense detachment of 
Changle ?it~. Passage westwards granted. 

Third month, 20th day: examined by Nian Wuyong :¥- n ffl , officer 
(Jaguan 11¥'§) of the defense detachment of Kushui =§f;Jc Passage westwards 
granted. 

Third month, 21st day: examined and granted passage by LU Chugui 
g ~I!, recruitment soldier (jianer 'f!t~ ), officer of the defense detachment 
of Yan chi guard post !!Ullir::lt. 
[C] 

Chen f* 
Servants, Kang Lushan and Shi Nufen: slave born within Tang territo

ry, Yiduodi: ten donkeys. On examination at the market of Shazhou iY 1+1, corre
sponded with the contents of the memo tendered by Shi Randian. Market director 
(shiling m~), Zhang Xiu ~1:t. 

Memo: I, Randian, was recently issued with a passport (guosuo) in 
Guazhou. Now, having come here [ to Shazhou] to trade, I have completed 
my business and [next] I intend to go to Yizhou 1t1+1 to trade. Fearing that, 
on my journey, the relevant defense detachments will not be appraised of 
the matter of my travels, I respectfully affix my passport. I request that you 
give your decision on the matter. Submitted with all due respect. 

Seal. Twentieth year of Kaiyuan, third month, 2 ( blank) day: submitted 
by permanent resident (baixing) of Xizhou, mobile corps commander, Shi 
Randian. 

[D] 

Give leave to go. Directed by Chen (prefect of Shazhou). 
25th day. 

Seal 
Sixth month 6th day: passage granted under the signature of prefect of 

Yizhou, Zhang Bin i;,l•. 

In this document, the passport reissued in Guazhou to the Xizhou mer
chant, Shi Randian, is allotted to the opening section [A]. By means of this 
passport, Shi Randian is granted permission to travel through the Iron Gate 
Pass as far as Anxi (Kucha). Following [A], are affixed passage checks [B] at the 
military installations ( defense detachments and guard posts) located between 
Guazhou and Shazhou, the travel permit [C] to Yizhou obtained at Shazhou. 
and the travel permit [D] obtained at Yizhou. 
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While at the time, the post road established as the main route to Anxi, as 
shown in the diagram below, was a route going northwards, directly from 
Guazhou to Yizhou (the so-called Moheyan Desert Road), the previously cited 
passport shows that Shi Randian, when going to Yizhou, did not travel this way 
along the post road, but went to Yizhou making a diversion from the post road 
to make a stop at Shazhou (Dunhuang). 

Route Travelled According to the Passport and Post Road 

Tie-men-guan Xi-zhou Yi-zhou 
(Hami) (The Iron (Turfan) ~ 

An-xi Gate Pass) r=-:-:, ~ W1+1 
[fil[}- [iU~~ffl] ~ [D] 
Kucha Yan-qi 

(Qara shahr) .If ~(the post road) 

Sha-zhou 
(Dun-huang) 

t 

[ C] [B] [A] 
Gua-zhou 

In any case, what is noteworthy about this document is that, even when 
carrying a passport, each and every time, when passing a prefecture, a request 
was made for a travel permit to the next prefecture on the journey. Actual ex
amples are scarce, but in the case of other passports, for instance the passport 
(guosuo) issued to Enchin F9 ft by the government-general of Yuezhou ~ 1'1-1 

(Tonami 1993, p. 695), there is not a single trace of this procedure. It simply 
turns out that it was checked at Tongguan ii ~ffl customs barrier on entry into 
the capital district from Yuezhou. This would indicate that a guosuo passport as 
a general rule was for long distance travel along the post roads and that in cases 
of passing through prefectures by way of diversions, as in [C] and [D], it was 
necessary to obtain travel permits from the various prefectures. In particular at 
Shazhou [C], before the travel permit was issued, it is to be concluded that first
ly, at the market, Shi Randian brought along his travel companions and animals 
for a check to be carried out. 

Even so, a guosuo passport was not just for travel along the main post roads. 
Having obtained a travel permit, it was possible to travel away from the post 
roads on the district roads linking up areas between the walled district towns of 
the prefectures. This fact would seem to indicate that the guosuo passport was 
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not simply for travel on the post roads designed to converge on the capital. It 
also performed the function of forging close links between prefectures. 

Needless to say, there were frequent instances of illegal travel by mer

chants not relying upon the state regulated communications system, but with 

the grant of a passport, the state guaranteed movement. The merchants accord
ingly were able to travel along the state managed post roads and district roads 

in safety as well as to conduct commerce in the provincial cities efficiently and 

without let or hindrance. 
In short, it may be said that with the switch in the Tang to unified state 

management of communications and trade, which had been split up with the 

rise and fall of political regimes since the Wei and Jin, fundamentally long
distance travel by merchants was promoted by the passports issued by the state. 

At this time, as the post roads which itinerant merchants got to use, as 

shown above, provided direct connections between the capital and the local 

prefectures, through the state issue of passports, itinerant merchants could be 
gathered in the capital coming from every direction on the post roads. As a re

sult, the circulation of people and goods was not confined to certain regions on
ly and a smooth flow to the capital, the city which consumed the most, was 
guaranteed. Moreover, in the provinces, with smooth travel between prefec

tures guaranteed by passports, it is apparent that mutual trade between prefec

tural cities became vigorous. 
Furthermore, as the territory under Tang control expanded to the north

west, the eastern trading activities of foreign merchants from Sogdiana came to 

include almost all Tang territory, and the Tang, by means of its post roads and 
pas·sports with the links they formed with the capital, guaranteed their commer
cial activities. Against this background, with not just Sogdian merchants from 

Sogdiana itself, but also Sogdian merchants who had become "westerners on 
the move" (xing hu) in Chinese territory, including those based in the vicinity of 

Chang-an :If*, along with Chinese itinerant merchants, there was lively expan
sion of commercial activities on a wide scale, encompassing Central Asia 

(Arakawa 1997B, pp. 185-191 ). 

3. Merchants and the Transport of Official Commodities 
in the First Half of the Tang 

Tang management of communications and trade, by switching both in 
name and in fact to state hands, was realized in particular in the efficient move
ment of itinerant merchants along state controlled post roads and branch roads 

linking all prefectural cities. In these circumstances, in the eighth century, the 
growth of the military economy, that is to say, delivery of military supplies to 
the garrisons stationed on the northwestern frontier, expanded to an enormous 

scale (Arakawa 1992, pp. 36-38). The military supplies practically all consisted 
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of cloth levied as corvee exemption tax (yong •) and tax paid in cloth (diao ~) 
in Jiangnan iI r¥1 and Jiannan ilJ r¥1 provinces in central China, whence they 
were transported to depots at Liangzhou i* 1+1 and Qj.nzhou ~ 1+1 for transship
ment (Otsu 1990, pp. 10-15) and then successively were sent to the army gar
risons stationed on the northwestern frontier. This being the case, with the post 
roads connecting with the northwestern front line zones of Liangzhou and 
Qj.nzhou taking on the function of important military supply routes, by the first 
half of the eighth century, these northwestern routes of land communication, 
along with the tax commodity transportation routes fromjiangnan andjiannan 
provinces, were the arteries supporting the Tang empire. 

Now for the transport of tax commodities fromjiangnan and other places, 
the Tang in principle maintained the system of recruitment for actual labor 
through corvee. In reality, it may be inferred that from a very early stage, re
liance came to be placed on official hire of porters ("official recruitment for 
transportation" hegu songda 5¥□ ,,Ii.~~) or contracting out transport to merchants 
("transportation on contractual hire" jiugou keyun 11-1;1~~), as already indicated 
by Kikuchi Hideo ~H!t~~ (Kikuchi 1976, pp. 4, 6-7). 

By contrast, when it came to transportation of military supplies to the 
northwest, at the beginning, it was sustained by utilizing the post despatch sys
tem (Arakawa 1989, pp. 36-52). As described above, however, from the eighth 
century onwards, as the transportation of military supplies grew enormously, 
by utilizing the merchants whose activities spanned Central Asia, huge scale 
transportation of military supplies with annual incremental increases could be 
guaranteed. From typical examples of transport of military supplies by trans
port teams under a "journey overseer" (xinggang 1T ~lmJ ), an official responsible 
for transport, but actually under the sole management of a "pack master" 
(tuozhu .~ic.3::.) in the historical documents from Turfan and Dunhuang, it may be 
perceived that such teams for transporting military supplies made frequent 
journeys (Arakawa 1992, pp. 47-51 ). 

Furthermore, while a part of the cloth which was transported as military 
supplies was used to buy up grain, with a view to guaranteeing army provision
ing needs, at the same time, official purchase from itinerant merchants under 
the name of "official procurement of grain through long-distance traders" 
(jiaodi 3(~) and official procurement of grain from local permanent residents 
(hedi 5¥□~) were each respectively put in motion periodically. In particular,jiaodi 
was instigated as a compulsory purchase scheme to entice merchants to trans
port grain as can be seen from the fact that the grain bought in through jiaodi 
was brought by the itinerant merchants from areas where the grain price was 
low (Arakawa 1981, pp. 194-198). 

As described above, in cases where itinerant merchants went on long-dis
tance journeys, they carried passports issued by the state, and furthermore, 
passports were issued to long-distance traders who were registered under per-
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manent resident status in prefectures and districts. Document I, cited in the 
previous section, shows the grant of a passport to Shi Randian who, while a per
manent resident of Xizhou, was engaged in long-distance trade. 

Of course, properly speaking, in the first half of the Tang dynasty at the 
height of "control by the institution of Code and Statutes," by reason of the ban 
on movement of permanent residents from their prefecture or district of regis
tration, the system was not set up for easy access to passports by commoners 
(baiding BT). In cases where there were legally admissible reasons, however, 
they did became the recipients of passports. Cases where passports were issued 
to permanent residents, such as the documents from Turfan entitled: "Twenty
first year of the Kaiyuan period of the Tang dynasty (733) examination by the 
government-general of Xizhou into the matter of issue of a passport 
"(73TAM509: 8/8 (a), 8/16(a), 8/14(a), 8/21(a), 8/15(a) trans_cripts "Documents" 
9, pp. 51-69; manuscripts "Plates" 4, pp. 281-296) show journeys connected 
with ( 1) troops returning home from being posted through drafting and the 
like; (2) laborers returning home after hire to transport army supplies; (3) jour
neys for the purpose of bringing the remains of the deceased home for burial; 
( 4) delivery by a permanent resident of grain procured officially ( hedi). 
Moreover, ordinary permanent residents, who obtained "prestige titles" (san
guan fj{ '§) through money or other expedients, having the same easy access to 
passports as officials "travelling on private business" or itinerant merchants, 
pursued commercial activities. The typical example is Shi Randian in 
Document I, who was a permanent resident of Xizhou and at the same time 
was a nominal mobile corps commander. 

In short, since the receipt of passports by ordinary permanent residents, as 
shown here, appears almost always to have been for cases of "travel on private 
business" where the journey was in some way connected with official duties or 
the person concerned had a prestige title, it may be concluded that in many 
cases the transport of official commodities was a major reason for a permanent 
resident obtaining a passport. 

In actual fact, in cases of carrying out the transportation of official com
modities in the form of tax to depot prefectures (Liangzhou and Qjnzhou) and 
military supplies to the front line zones in the northwest, as shown above in sit
uation (2), passports were always issued to the permanent residents who were 
hired, at least at the time of returning home from transporting the goods. 

The document cited below gives an account of an actual instance of how 
such a permanent resident returned home carrying a passport. 

[ x ~ II l 1 ~ ~ 51: = + - ~ ( 7 3 3 ) W 1-M t~ ~ Fff ~ 1rfi ~ 11 *~ ~ JW $ J 
( 73TAM509: 8/S(a), 8/16(a), 8/14(a), 8/21(a), 8/15(a)/ <iJ> f X~ j 9, pp. 
63-65;<~> r111xJ 4,pp. 292-293) 

.................................................................. 1fLJ 

l 

L 
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Document II Translation: 
[The matter ofj the protectorate-general of An-xi granting a passport to 

Wang Fengxian .r~1U1 for him to return home to the capital. 
With regard to the above, the following charge has been received from 

the reconnaissance office (du you yi suo t~~~PJr) in the jurisdiction of 
Antou-fu J¥E1R'f (govenment office of conscription named Antou): "The ac
cused had no instruction recorded [in the passport he was carrying] to pro
ceed to Beiting ~tM [ and as a result] was arrested by the Suanzao fort ~~ 
BG . Now we send him in for questioning along with the charge." Wang 
Fengxian's deposition obtained as a result of examination of the charge[al
ready by a Xizhou's bureau (gongcaosi :r;fJ ff P] )] is as follows: "I, being en
rolled as a resident of Huayuan district ~ii W,;f- in the capital, in the third 
month of last year, in the company of Xu Zhong, 1~ ,~, pack master 
[charged with transportation of cloth under the supervision] of journey 
overseer Li Chengyin $71,J~L, driving donkeys, forwarded military supplies 
to Anxi and completed the delivery of them. On my return, on reaching 
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Xizhou prefecture, on the decision [of the said prefecture], I was reissued 

with a passport, but on reaching Chi ting [garrison] iffi ;= , I fell ill. Further

more, as I had lent three thousand cash to Zhang Sizhong *,m,'G:1,, I went in 

pursuit of him and, doubling back [from Chiting], went to Suanzao garri

son, but being unable to catch him, I was then myself apprehended by sol

diers from the [Suanzao] guard post. The passport which I received I am 

currently carrying. I humbly request that you examine and confirm the 

facts relative to this case in my deposition." Subsequently, when an exami

nation was carried out [ as to whether the facts recorded in the record of 

cross-examination should be amended], it was confirmed that on the 29th 

day of the eighth month of last year, the protectorate-general of An-xi did 

issue a passport for Wang Fengxian and his donkeys to return to the capi

tal. On reaching Xizhou on the 10th day of the eleventh month of the 

same year, having obtained the signature of the prefect, he passed through 

to proceed eastwards and on the 14th day, received a passage check at 

Chiting garrison. Investigation confirms that the passport of the accused 

does not record the reason for doubling back to Beiting. Furthermore, the 

deposition obtained from the second questioning of Wang Fengxian [by 

the said bureau] is as follows: "On the 10th day of the eleventh month of 

last year, having been authorized by the prefect, I obtained a passport. On 

the 14th day, on reaching Chiting garrison, I underwent examination and 

was given permission to pass through, but a sudden attack of sickness 

made it impossible for me to proceed right away. [Thereafter], my debtor, 

Zhang Sizhong, went through [Puchang district fi ~ W.;f-] proceeding to the 

prefectural seat and I, leading my donkeys in pursuit of him, made for 

Xizhou city. Before I could catch up with him, when I got to Suanzao 

guard post, I was arrested. The passport which I am currently carrying 

makes no mention of the point of doubling back, [ so the Suanzao guard 

post] troops refused to release me. I ask leave to submit to your decision. 

Moreover, I am not an army deserter nor have I gone under a false identi

ty, or the like. If on further examination it is decided I am not Xu Zhong's 

helper, I ask that I be punished for a serious crime." Then, in a [separate] 

deposition: "I arrived in Chiting (garrison), but I fell ill and recuperated in 

the accommodation for transit (chefang ]Ii W ) of Chiting (garrison), and 

stayed [there] from the 15th to the 29th. Thereafter, accompanying sub-dis

trict manager Ren Yuanxiang ff jcfflf, I turned back to Puchang district and 

[there] passed fifty or so days lodging at the home of a certain Mr. Wang .:E 
~, an attendant of Ren [Yuan] xiang. Then, on the 21st day of the first 

month of this year (733), in pursuit of Zhang Zhong, from Puchang I dou

bled back, reaching Suanzao on the 25th day. I was, however, unable to 

catch up with [Zhang Zhong] ...... " ...... at? zhou, in the passport he was car

rying, there is no mention of the particulars of his illness or his reason for 
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doubling back. .......... arriving from the west in Anchang city '!i: ~ ~ , he 
died(?) ....... without a passport, now(?) ...... . 

( text contains lacunae) 
( end omittetf) 

From the contents of this document, it is known that Wang Fengxian, a per
manent resident of Huayuan district in the capital, having been hired as part of 
a transport team to take army supplies to Anxi (Kucha) in Central Asia, did in 
fact go to Anxi and then was issued with a passport for return to his place of 
registration in China itself. It is also known that with his passport, were he to 
fall sick when busy about his money-making activities on his return journey, he 
would be allowed to recuperate in the public facilities along the trunk route 
(the post road) (Arakawa 1992, p. 44). 

What is understood with regard to the guosuo passport so far is just only 
that it is a travel permit for the regulation and inspection of comings and go
ings, but at least in the case of transport of official commodities, carrying a pass
port brought with it the aspect of official guarantee of certain services. 
Naturally, official hire was accompanied by a degree of compulsion and com
mandeering and if those concerned were permanent residents, when they be
came the "helpers" (zuoren 1'F A) (hirelings) of "pack masters" (itinerant mer
chants), they had no guarantee of certain payment, and yet regardless of this 
they seem to have been induced to do it, it may be supposed this was because 
by participating in a military supply transport team, they might obtain such a 
passport. 

As the dynamic transportation of official commodities which sustained the 
first half of the Tang dynasty from the outset received no support from the all
embracing state institutions of communications and transport belonging to 
"control by the institution of Code and Statutes," a construct of mutually de
pendent relations between on the one hand the state and on the other the itin
erant merchants and permanent residents became inevitable. In this situation, 
while "control by the institution of Code and Statutes" was the principle, there 
was stimulation of movement by itinerant merchants and ordinary permanent 
residents along the trunk routes (post roads) linking the capital as collection 
and distribution center and the depot prefectures ( of Liangzhou and Qinzhou) 
with the initial and final termini: the central Chinese prefectures of Jiangnan 
and Sichuan and the frontline of the northwest respectively. 

As is made clear in the above discussion, the Tang, through the issue of gu
osuo passports, guaranteed state management of travel and trade by people 
"travelling on private business" and sustained military supply transportation, 
with over the years greater and more efficient circulation between the major 
cities, led by the capital. At the same time, it made possible secure and stable 
wide-scale movement by itinerant merchants along with those registered as per-
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manent residents under "control by the institution of Code and Statutes," re

sulting in this situation becoming the accepted norm. 

Conclusion 

With the establishment of the Tang dynasty, not simply in the East Asian 

region, but in the area encompassing the northern and Central Asian regions, 

there was an activation of movement of people and goods and what guaranteed 

this flow was the issue in the metropolis and in local prefectures of travel per

mits such as guosuo passports. What should not be overlooked is the fact that the 

management authority over communications and transport which during the 

period of division had devolved to regional units, through such travel permits, 

was absorbed by the Tang empire. The flowering of commerce in the apogee of 

the Tang empire, the first half of the Tang, may be said fundamentally to have 

arisen from state initiative. 
Presently, from the latter half of the eighth century, with devolution of 

power under the "provincial command" (fanzhen Plii ) system, in the unified 

management of communications and trade, which had shifted to the state with 

the foundation of the Tang, a massive retrogression would be expected, but all 

the same the communications system sustaining the state continued to exist 

and the organization of long-distance travel still functioned through the guosuo 

passport. It cannot be denied that at that time the development of commerce 

was also sustained by long-distance travel guaranteed by means of the guosuo 

passport. 
In these circumstances, the application in the latter half of the eighth cen

tury of monopolies and commercial taxation along with a shift to financial poli

cies to meet the pressing need to deliver army expenses were promoted along

side the development of commerce. The establishment of the Tang empire, 

which relied on guaranteeing wide-scale movement of itinerant merchants and 

ordinary permanent residents, however, the period of maturity of "control by 

the institution of Code and Statutes," while at the same time ushering in its peri

od of demise, prepared the way for the developments of the period from the lat

ter half of the eighth century onwards. 

[BlMi] 
rx• J •·· il*x~m~~x,rm=~'.¥ • *Jr~UttB-ffl § zt~tt~mig • ~i~**~~ 
(Documents) lMI fo±~:ffl=tB±x•J *1mt~~10mL 5t~mtBJtliffi±, 1981-1991 

lf-o 
r111xJ •·· ~!Ut.:i~J1, $il5t~m1itf~J5Jr • *Jr~Ut-B-ffl § zt~tt~mig • ~i~** 
(Plates) ~~*tri fo±~:ffi=tB±)t•j [;:J-[!f:J, )t~mtBJt&ffi±, 1992-1996 

lf-o 
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Notes 

1) While on the subject of the characteristics of travel permits, there are documents, from 

Gaochang commandery ~ § im under the northern dynasties or the kingdom of Gaochang ~ 

§ ~, on funeral rites, known as "Memorials to Accompany Graveclothes" (Suizang yiwu shu 

fujia wenyan ~ii ~:R~?lJIBfc ~ft1J0 3t§). These documents, appended to lists of articles buried with 

the dead, were texts appended by way of supplement requesting a smooth transition be

tween this world and the underworld. As such, they functioned as travel passes between this 

world and the underworld. What is noteworthy in the supplementary text to the Beiliang ~t 
ig Gaochang commandery Memorial to Accompany Graveclothes [ I ~t ig ffiX1S ~I ~:R ~?lJ IBfE J 
( f X~ J 1, pp. 111-112, f l:i XJ I, p. 55) ] is the reference, though fragmentary, to the term 

"passport" (guosuo), while the following appears in the text. 1$ (¥) ~~ifil1TW:T-1~fnJjL ftpff 
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f,J [1~ti;l,:!lUfilJ.--t::¥ (425) * · */l*~?6=Pii~J'z!J:ml9lcJ (L:Jt~.1) l,pp.59-60, fliTI5t.l I,p.28] 
This is clearly copied from the text of a travel permit. 

Moreover, this supplementary text to a Memorial to Accompany Graveclothes com
posed in the style of an official document of the type designated yi was typical of the king
dom of Gaochang. Firstly, by way of actual example, there is the "communication" (yi f$) of 
permission to travel on behalf of the deceased to the underworld God of the Five Paths in 
the case of the Buddhist priest Dade --f:. f!, indicating the deceased was a Buddhist devotee. 
This may be taken as being composed by way of a request or command in the form of a quo
tation of that communication document for the God of the Five Paths to all the spirits of the 
underworld to allow the deceased passage. In view of the fact that, as indicated in the text of 
this article, a document of the communication type was a style of document utilized in liai
son or requests between bureaucratic offices in a non-managerial relationship, this may be 
taken as a document in the form of a communication from this world to the authorities of the 
underworld (Shirasu 1978, pp. 7 4-81 ). 

On looking at the wording which appears in this travel permit and the whole composi
tion, it will be understood that the origin of the supplementary texts to the abovementioned 
Memorials to Accompany Graveclothes composed in Gaochang commandery or the king
dom of Gaochang is to be sought in the Han dynasty travel permits for traversing customs 
barriers and fords. Naturally, as the communication style of official documents was already 
adopted in funeral documents such as testaments (qiance iiUi) and tomb inscriptions (zhenmu 
wen ii¥ 5t) in the Han dynasty, the adoption of the communication style in the case of 
Memorials to Accompany Graveclothes might at first be concluded to be simply related to 
their being funeral documents. It would not be far wrong, however, to see in the form of 
composition of the supplementary texts compelling awareness of the travel permit. 

2) For the Han dynasty, travel permits designated chuan {J and xu *I, which performed the 
same function as the qi passport, are known, but for simplicity's sake, they are here all 
brought under the designation qi. For the relationship between these three passport types, 
see note (3). 

3) Although Cheng Xilin also observes that the travel permit known as guosuo (passport) was al
ready in use in the Han dynasty, from the Warring States period to the Qin and Former Han 
dynasties, the chuan was in use. (Cheng observes that chuan was the generic term covering 
the qi, which was made of wood and the xu, which was made of silk.) The chuan, however, 
went through a period of use jointly with the guosuo, which emerged around the Yuanding 5c 
~

13
~ period ( 116-110 B. C.) in the reign of Emperor Wu m:w, and soon underwent transforma

tion, being subsumed under the guosuo. Cheng 2000, pp. 25-39. Cf. Cheng 1998, p.83. 
4) I am grateful to Professor Momiyama Akira for pointing out that for all the data from the old 

and new Han wooden slips from the Etsin-gol region pointing to guosuo passports, there is no 
instance where guosuo appearing on the old or new slips can be interpreted as a term indicat
ing a travel permit. 

5) Nonetheless, He Shuangquan argues the premise that the qi and the guosuo were the same 
kind of travel permits. 

6) That the jiasheng of jiasheng nu * 1'. ~'}_ was an antonym of fan ~ ("foreign") is clear from a 
Dunhuang manuscript held in the Sichuan Provincial Library. Zhang Xunliao ~ ~ 1:f
"Dunhuang shiku nubi mapi jiamu canzhide chubu yanjiu 1lSc1:l:fi~~'J.Pl,~ 12f1Jl § 1lrM9W-tP
liff JC J (Preliminary study of the fragment of a pricelist of slaves and horses from the 
Dunhuang caves)", Gu wenxian lunzong f ii" 5t /IHifli :ifJU , Bashu Shushe, E:. Ji~ ifr± 1990, pp. 
17 5-191; Ikeda On itf!. 83 ii "Kobako ko D J!Hr ~ (On the Ballad of the Mongolian Horse), 
Sakuma Shigeo sensei taikyu kinen: Chugokushi tojishi ronshu Hir:J\Fai::l:!IB'c1'.ill1*!c~i:p il §1: · pfij 
fllH!:1.tUU Ryogen Shoten 1:f.ml~lt5, 1983, pp. 31-57. 


